The polymeric grade MMT clay is 2:1 phyllosilicate, which is also called inorganic polymer, and chemically it is a metal silicate [10] . The dispersion of small amount of MMT clay in a suitable polymeric solvent has swelling properties. Swelling of the clay is mainly due to solvent intercalation (absorption) in the clay galleries, and also because of the adsorption of solvent molecules on the hydroxylated aluminate clay surfaces through H-bond interactions, which results the clay exfoliation. The intercalated and exfoliated clay sheets in polymeric solvent results the organic-inorganic nanocomposites of highly complicated structures, which is responsible for the improved thermal, mechanical, gas barrier and electrical properties of the polymer-clay nanocomposites (PCNs) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The investigation of broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) of the materials covers nowadays the extraordinary spectral range from 10 -6 to 10 12 Hz [19] . The BDS frequency ranges from 10 -1 to 10 -3 Hz and 10 -4 to 10 -6 Hz are denoted by very low and ultra low (quasi-dc) spectrums respectively, whereas ~10 0 -10 4 Hz, ~10 5 -10 7 Hz and 10 8 -10 12 Hz are known as low frequency, middle frequency and high frequency spectrums, respectively. The BDS characterization of the dielectric materials provide the confirmative information on the intra-and intermolecular dynamics, the degree of intermolecular H-bond interactions, cooperativity between guest and host molecules, and ionic and electrode polarization processes related to the molecular structures [19, 20] . The BDS study of PVP-EG blends over the frequency range 20 Hz to 20 GHz are described by the sum of three relaxation processes with the contribution of dc conductivity [21] . The low frequency process (l-process) for PVP-EG blends is caused by electrode polarization and ionic conduction phenomena [21] [22] [23] [24] . The middle frequency process (m-process) is observed corresponding to the micro-Brownian motion (local chain motion) of the PVP chain, whose time is of the order of about 10 -6 s [21, 22] . The repeat unit of PVP has a bulky pyrrolidone ring as side group that the local chain motion need a large free volume and has large hindrance to its motion. The high frequency process (h-process) of the PVP-EG blends in the microwave frequency region occurs due to reorientation of EG molecules, which takes the duration of approximately 10 -9 s [21, [25] [26] [27] .
In this paper, we study the dielectric spectroscopy over the frequency range 20 Hz to 1 MHz of montmorillonite (MMT) clay colloidal suspension in the PVP-EG blend. The objective of present paper is to confirm the effect of clay concentration on the PVP micro-Brownian motion, and ionic conductivity and electrode polarization relaxation processes in the MMT clay loaded PVP-EG blends. All the intensive quantities, namely, complex relative dielectric function ε * (ω), electrical modulus M * (ω) and electrical conductivity σ * (ω), and extensive quantity i.e., complex impedance Z * (ω), which is inverse of complex admittance Y * (ω) were used to explore the low frequency processes contributed in the electrical/dielectric properties of the coexisting phases of colloidal suspension of the MMT clay (inorganic polymer) in the PVP-EG blend (organic polymer solvent).
Experimental

Materials
Laboratory grade poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) of weight average molecular weight (M w ) 24000 g/mol was obtained from S.D. Fine-Chem, India. Ethylene glycol (EG) of laboratory grade was obtained from E. Merck, India. Polymer grade hydrophilic montmorillonite (MMT) clay (Nanoclay, PGV), a product of Nanocor ® , was purchased from SigmaAldrich, USA. The Na + -MMT clay is white in colour, and have 145 meq/100 g cation exchange capacity (CEC), ~1 nm thickness sheets (platelets), 150-200 aspect ratio (length/width), 2.6 g/cc specific gravity, and 9-10 pH value on 5% dispersion.
Preparation of MMT clay colloidal suspension in PVP-EG blends
For preparation of the MMT clay nanoparticles colloidal suspension, 10 wt% (weight fraction) of total solute (MMT clay + PVP) (1.5 g) was added in the EG solvent (13.5 g) in two steps procedure. Firstly, the PVP-EG blends of varying concentration were prepared by dissolving the required amounts of the PVP solute (1. 
where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency and α is the correction coefficient of the cell. Figure 1 shows the frequency dependent spectra of the real part of the relative dielectric function ε′, dielectric loss ε″, and loss tangent tanδ = ε″/ε′ with varying MMT clay concentration colloidal suspension in the PVP-EG blend, at 30°C . The tanδ spectra has the peak value corresponding to the electrode polarization (EP) relaxation frequency f EP , which is used to evaluate the EP relaxation time [22] [23] [24] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The correct value of f EP of these materials were determined by tanδ(f) data fit using the Origin ® non-linear curve fitting tool. The frequency dependent real part σ′ and the imaginary part σ″ of the alternating current (ac) complex conductivity σ * (ω) of the samples were obtained from the Equation (2) [20, 34] :
where ε 0 (8.854·10 -12 F·m -1 ) is free space dielectric constant. Figure 2 shows the σ′ spectra of the investigated MMT clay colloidal suspension in the PVP-EG blends. Considering the charges as the independent variable, conductivity relaxation effects can be suitably analyzed within the modulus formalism in terms of a dimensionless quantity, called electric modulus M * (ω). The frequency dependent values of M * (ω) is obtained from the Equation (3) [8, 29, 30, 35] :
The main advantage of this formulation is that, the space charge effects often do not mask the features of the spectra, owing to suppression of high capacitance phenomena in M″(f) plots. The spectra of the evaluated values of the real part M′ and the imaginary part M″ of the electric modulus of varying MMT clay concentration colloidal suspension in the PVP-EG blend is also shown in Figure 2 , alongwith the conductivity spectra. The M″(f) spectra of these materials have peaks, and the frequency f σ corresponding to these peaks is related to the most probable ionic conductivity relaxation time τ σ [29] .
The exact values of f σ were determined from the fit of M″(f) data to the Origin ® non-linear curve fitting tool. The τ σ values were obtained directly from the values of f σ by the relation τ σ = (2πf σ ) -1 [29] . The complex impedance plane plots (Z″ vs. Z′) are commonly used to separate the bulk material and the electrode surface polarization phenomena [7, 8, 22-24, 30, 31, 36] . A common feature of dielectrics with dc conductivity is a discontinuity at electrode/dielectric interface, which has different polarization properties with the bulk dielectric material.
The frequency dependent values of the real part Z′ and reactive part Z ″ of the complex impedance Z * (ω) of the materials were evaluated by the Equation (4) [30, 31] :
(4) Figure 3 shows the Z ″ vs. Z′ plots of the varying MMT clay concentration colloidal suspension in PVP-EG blends. Figure 4 shows the 'master curves representation' [22, 23, 29, 32, 33] of the real and imaginary parts of all the intensive quantities alongwith tanδ values of 1 wt% MMT clay concentration of the solute in PVP-EG blend. It is noticed that the intersection of all the real and imaginary parts of intensive quantities occurs at the same frequency f σ , and below it direct current (dc) conduction dominates.
Results and discussion
Complex dielectric function spectra
The increase of clay concentration in the PVP-EG blend gradually increases the ε′ and ε″ values over the entire frequency spectra (Figure 1 ). The loading of hydrophilic MMT clay in the PVP-EG blend results the intercalation and exfoliation of the clay sheets. As compared to the intercalation of PVP-EG complex structures, there is larger probability of the intercalation of uncomplexed EG structures in the hydrophilic clay galleries, because EG molecules have smaller size as compared to the PVP monomer units which has a bulky pyrrolidone ring as side group. The adsorption of the PVP-EG complex structures on the clay sheets through H-bond interactions between the hydroxylated aluminate surfaces of the MMT clay and the C=O and -OH groups of PVP-EG blends results the clay exfoliation. The intercalation and exfoliation of MMT clay result both dipolar and free charge in the nanocomposite material, and hence there is increase in the complex dielectric function values [8, 9] . Further, the significant increase in ε′ and ε″ values of these materials with increase of clay concentration may also be related to the formation of a percolation structure of the nanoparticles, which is confirmed by dielectric investigation on nanocomposites [37] . Pure EG, PVP-EG blends and MMT clay loaded PVP-EG blends have a large increase in the ε′ values in the lower frequency side of the spectra (Figure 1) , which is mainly due to the contribution of the electrode polarization (EP) [8, [21] [22] [23] [24] and Maxwell-Wanger (MW) interfacial polarization [38, 39] . Further, the ε′ values of the MMT clay loaded PVP-EG blends monotonously increases with the increase of clay concentration, which suggests the enhancement in number of free Na + cations and their mobility in the increased spacing of intercalated clay galleries.
The EP phenomena occurs due to formation of electric double layer (EDL) capacitances by the free charges build up at the interface between the electrolyte and the electrode surfaces in plane geometry [32, 40] . Whereas in case of MW phenomena, the free charges build up at the interfacing boundaries of various components of different dielectric constant in the composite dielectric material, which results the nanocapacitors of spherical geometry [38] [39] [40] [41] . In EP region, the logarithmic slope of frequency dependent ε′ values of the dielectric materials closer to -1 indicate leakiness of the EDL capacitances (blocking layers) to moving charges, whereas value close to 0 suggest a complete block of charge movement through the layers [20, 30, 42, 43] . The slope of the ε′(f) spectra (Figure 1 ) of the investigated materials closer to -1 suggest the leakiness behaviour of the EDL capacitances formed in the EP region. In general the peak in tanδ spectra (Figure 1 ), which corresponds to electrode polarization (EP) relaxation frequency (f EP ) is used to separate the bulk material and EP phenomenas [29] [30] [31] [32] . In the measurements, lower frequency range up to f EP , EP polarization dominates the MW polarization. The τ EP involves charging and discharging time of EDL capacitance, which is associated with the overall dynamics of the adsorbed ions on the electrode surfaces in the alternating electric field [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] 42] . The calculated τ EP values of the clay loaded PVP-EG blend is plotted against MMT clay concentration [wt%] in Figure 5 . In case of PVP-EG blend, the addition of 10 wt% PVP in EG solvent largely reduces the τ EP value, which further decreases on loading of MMT clay in PVP-EG blends. The decrease of τ EP values with increasing clay concentration suggests the faster dynamics of the EDL ions with the variation in the applied alternating electric field. Inset of Figure 1 shows the ε′ dispersion in the upper frequency region of the measurements of the clay loaded PVP-EG blends, which is corresponding to m-process of the PVP chain [21] . The comparative shapes of the m-process in the inset shows that the colloidal suspension of MMT clay nanoparticles in PVP-EG blends significantly influences the PVP local chain motion. Due to limitations of experimental upper frequency range, the relaxation time of m-process could not be evaluated because the inset spectra cover only the starting shoulder of the m-process dispersion.
AC conductivity spectra
The σ′ spectra of the MMT clay loaded PVP-EG blends have frequency independent plateau (Figure 2) , which corresponds to ionic or dc electrical conductivity σ dc and exhibits dispersion at higher frequencies. This behaviour obeys Jonscher [34] power law σ′(ω) = σ dc + Aω n , where A is the preexponential factor and n is the fractional exponent ranging between 0 and 1 for the electrolyte. The solid line in the σ′ spectra denotes the fit of experimental data to the power law expression and the fit values of σ dc , A and n obtained by Origin ® non-linear curve fitting software are recorded in Table 1 . The evaluated σ dc values of these materials are also The small deviation from σ dc (plateau region) value in lower frequency side of the conductivity spectra is evidence of EP effect for these materials, whereas the small dispersion in higher frequency end of the σ′ spectra is owing to the contribution of PVP segmental motion. The n values of these materials are found in the range 0.77 to 0.87 (Table 1) . For electrolyte n value can be between 1 and 0.5 indicating the ideal long-range pathways and diffusion limited hopping (tortuous pathway), respectively [44] . It is known that in an electrolyte the electrical conductivity σ is given by the relation σ = Σn i μ i q i , where n i , μ i and q i refer to charge carrier density, ionic mobility, and ionic charge of i th ion respectively [40] . The increase of ionic conductivity of a complex system is due to the increment of the number of mobile charge carriers introduced/produced in the material with the change in concentration of the constituent. In the polymer-clay nanocomposite materials, there is existence of three H-bond phases, namely organic polymer phase, inorganic polymer phase (some tactoids of agglomerated clay nanocomposites) and organic and inorganic components phase [45] . The structural properties and dynamical behaviour of these phases governs the electrical conductivity of the organic-inorganic nanocomposite [45] . The PEO-clay and PEG-clay nanocomposites are extensively attempted to make potential electrolyte material for rechargeable batteries [8, 9, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Different spectroscopy investigation on poly(ethylene oxide) PEO-clay nanocomposites [46] confirmed that the intercalated PEO molecules between silicate galleries impede the polymer crystallization, which results in higher electrolyte conductivity compared to the system without clay. In regard to the structural behaviour of the PEO-MMT clay nanocomposites, it was postulated that the PEO chains exist in helical structure in the intercalated state, forming some kind of tunnel that increases the mobility of the cations, and hence also the electrical conductivity [47] . The XRD study of these materials confirmed that the intercalated oxyethylene units are arranged in flattened monolayer arrangements with 4 Å interlayer expansions [5] . It is supported by trans conformation to at least a portion of (O-CH 2 -CH 2 -O) groups of the PEG chain [48] . Furthermore, the main driving force for the intercalation reaction results from orientation of the polymer chains such that they form hydrogen bond with the hydroxylated aluminate surfaces of the clay. For the maximum hydrogen bonding interaction, the PEG polymer adopts a conformation such that its oxygen matches up with the surface hydroxyl groups of the clay. For this the distances between oxygens in the polymer chain is roughly comparable to the distances between hydroxyl groups in clay sheets. For clay, interhydroxyl distance is ~2.8 Å, and the oxyethylene group repeat every 2.8 Å all facing towards the surface of clay would be particularly favourable [48] . In case of MMT clay colloidal suspension in PVP-EG blends, the intercalated EG structures can be assumed like the intercalated PEG and PEO structures, because the EG molecules have repeat units of PEG and PEO molecules. The investigation on PVP-MMT clay confirmed that the H-bonding interaction between C=O groups of PVP chain and -OH on the silicate surfaces result the large clay exfoliation in PVP-clay nanocomposites, which enhances the nanocomposite thermal property [53] . Considering all the above said facts, in the present investigation, the large enhance in σ dc values of the MMT clay loaded PVP-EG blends confirms that besides the increase of charge carriers density, there is significant enhance of structural symmetry which results the easy ionic conduction path. Such path in complex system facilitates the ions mobility and hence their large increase in σ dc values of these materials with the increase of clay concentration ( Figure 5 ).
Electric modulus spectra
The M′ spectra of the clay loaded PVP-EG blend, which are free from space charge effect shows a large dispersion in the ionic conduction region (Figure 2) , whereas M ″ spectra shows the relaxation peaks for the conductivity relaxation processes. This suggests that ionic motion and PVP segmental motion are strongly coupled manifesting peak in the M″ spectra with no corresponding feature in dielectric spectra (Figure 1 ). Figure 4 shows the 'master-curves representation' of the intensive quantities of 1 wt% clay colloidal suspension in PVP-EG blend as one of the representative plot. Such plots are frequently used to find out the common intersection frequency f σ of the real and imaginary parts of all intensive quantities in the ion conduction region [22] [23] [24] 29] , which is corresponding to Maxwell-Wagner or ionic conductivity relaxation processes. In the conductivity spectra, f σ value separates the change in ions from dc to ac transport. Figure 5 shows the τ σ values [τ σ = (2πf σ ) -1 ] of these materials which decrease with increase of clay concentration. Bur et al. [54] applied the f σ (also known as f MW ) values for real-time measuring the extent of clay exfoliation during the polymer-clay nanocomposites process. They observed that f σ value has the dependence upon the amount of the clay aggregate, intercalated or exfoliated state or any combination thereof. As exfoliation proceeds, nanosize silicate flakes present an ever expanding polymer/clay interface area that increases the internal capacitance of the composite where conducting ions can accumulate. Silicate flakes act as nanocapacitors in the melt polymer. In general, the MW relaxation time τ σ (τ MW ) can be viewed as an electrical RC time constant where R is the resistance of the polymer matrix and C is the capacitance of the silicate particle. The decrease of τ σ value with increase of clay concentration in PVP-EG blends suggest that the dynamics of the colloid suspension charges increases, which may be due to the extent of clay exfoliation in dynamic equilibrium. The H-bond interfacial bridging of exfoliated clay platelets with C=O groups and -OH groups of PVP-EG blend results the faster dynamics.
Complex impedance spectra
The frequency value of the experimental points increases on going from right to left side on the arcs of the complex impedance plane plot (Z″ vs. Z′) of the MMT clay colloidal suspension in PVP-EG blend ( Figure 3 ). All these plots have two separate arcs, which are corresponding to the bulk material effect (the upper frequency arc) and the electrode surface polarization (the lower frequency arc) [7, 8, 22-24, 36, 55] . Pure EG also have similar type of arcs with comparatively large values of Z″ and Z′, and it is shown in the inset of Figure 3 . The frequency values correspond to Z″ minimum value in the plots separates the bulk material and electrode polarization phenomena. These values are also marked in the same Figure. These values are exactly equal to the tanδ peak frequency f EP . In complex impedance plane plots the extrapolated intercept on the real axis Z′ of the common part of two arcs gives the value of dc bulk resistance R dc , of the dielectric material [7, 8, 55] . It is observed that the R dc value of these materials decreases with the increase of MMT clay concentration, and hence the σ dc values increases.
Conclusions
The dielectric dispersion behaviour and relaxation processes of MMT clay nanoparticles colloidal suspension in PVP-EG blends were investigated in the 20 Hz to 1 MHz frequency range. Two relaxation processes corresponding to ionic conduction and electrode polarization phenomena and the starting shoulder of PVP segmental motion were observed. The comparative analysis of the various dielectric/ electrical quantities spectra confirms that the behaviour of ionic conduction and EDL dynamics is governed by the MMT clay concentration in these colloidal materials. The type of H-bonding interactions between the MMT clay and the PVP-EG blends and clay intercalation and exfoliation were recognized by comparative study of the intensive dielectric quantities. The dc conductivity of these materials can be tailored in the predicted manner with the change in MMT clay concentration, for their potential use as electrolyte material and other technological applications.
